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HEX Lived Nation
• HEX: Centre of Excellence in the History of Experiences

at Tampere University
◦ Funded by the Academy of Finland, 2018-2025
◦ Three research groups: Lived Nation, Lived Religion, Lived Welfare State

• Lived Nation group’s main research interests:
1. Experiential basis of political mobilisations
2. Histories of childhood and youth as part of national upbringing
3. Experiences of violence in connection with nation states

• My research topic: Political informing as a lived 
experience in Finland during the last decades of 
Russian imperial rule



Context: imperial integration and 
nationalist opposition

• Finland as an autonomous Grand Duchy of the Russian empire 
from 1809 to 1917

• The attempts of the imperial government to integrate Finland more
closely to the empire, especially 1809-1905 and 1908-1917

• Strong nationalist opposition to the integration measures
-> a split of Finnish nationalist movement into the ”compliance party” 
and the supporters of ”constutionalist” insurgency

• The defence of the Finnish autonomy supported by all political groups, 
including the Swedish Party, the Agrarian League, and the socialists



Finnish media and nationalism
• Strong party ties of the Finnish newspapers (+ all shared a nationalistic mindset)

• Despite censorship, the Finnish press was free compared to the press elsewhere
in Russia -> could protest subtly against the imperial integration policies

• Imperial government frustrated by the Finnish media coverage of the political situation
-> lacked organs to voice its aims effectively to the public

• How effective was the nationalist message of the Finnish media? -> Needs to be
assessed with sources from ordinary people (Van Ginderachter 2019; Breuilly 2012, etc.) 
- > rise of denunciations implying rejection of nationalist exhortation?

• The media across party lines condemned denunciations to the imperial authorities
-> a hot topic from 1899 to 1917
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Source: The corpora of Finnish- and Swedish-language newspapers and periodicals of the National Library of Finland. 
The graph is created with the KORP tool of the Language Bank of Finland.



Wake up the national spirit!
A serious word to the friends of 
denouncers.
- Ilkka 28 Apr 1917

Devious political denunciation.
- Länsisuomen Työmies 31 Mar 1900

The system of denunciation flourishes.
One should start fighting against it.
- Työ 21 Jan 1909

The Bobrikovian scum seethes again.
Denunciations are being made.
- Kansan Tahto 18 Dec 1908

Case on false denunciation.
Finnish men as helpers
of gendarmes.
- Liitto 28 Mar 1917



Exposure of denouncers
• Most denouncers/informers attempted to keep their communication with

the imperial authorities secret as they feared for countermeasures

• BUT: Information about denunciations leaked to the public through various
channels: state administration, post officials, local-level investigations

• The press eagerly exposed the identities of denouncers and targeted them for 
local countermeasures
◦ Plenty of evidence (newspaper reports, letters to the authorities, memoirs) on the discrimination and 

boycotting of suspected denouncers in local communities
◦ Finnish nationalists even published instructions for how to ostracize the ”henchmen of the oppressive

regime” (e.g. Suomen kansalaiskatkismus – ”Citizens’ Catechism of Finland” [1902])
◦ Denouncers also as targets of shaming in anecdotes, songs, cartoons



Picturing informers for recognition

Velikulta 20 June 1913Fyren 29 July 1899



Campaigning culminates: 
1905 and 1917

• General Strike in Finland in the autumn of 1905 -> the tsar
suspended integration policies and conceded democratic reforms

• During the strike, crowds raided the offices of Russian gendarmes
in many Finnish towns and seized secret documents
-> numerous informers exposed in the media

• The same process took place after the February Revolution of 1917
◦ scale of ”lustration” expanded by the fall the imperial regime
◦ Investigation committees formed in Finnish towns (like in Petrograd and Moscow) 

to trace the informers and spies of the fallen regime
-> several hundred names published by the press during 1917

Source: Karjala 27 May 1917





Announcement in Kansan Tahto, 26 March 1917

Those people,

who from now on continue
the shameful and groundless
talk that I have been a spy
and henchperson of gendarmes
and that I have been
imprisoned, shall be made 
liable, and I forbid spreading
this groundless rumour. 

Maria Kustaava Raij. 



To be read in the municipal meeting of Kurkijoki.

From my humble heart I beg you, dear brothers, in the name of Lord God, to 

forgive my crime (...) If you dear local inhabitants would be so kind as to look 

at me with compassionate eyes just as people of the past looked at robbers

hanging from the gallows. I will concentrate now and until death on my own

soul, I will not henceforth touch on any secular affairs, but I leave them all as 

they are (…) Let God bless the Motherland and the Finnish people and let

Him bless our free nation and the long-awaited Parliament. Long live Finland 

and long live the free people. I remain waiting for your mercy.

Antti Immonen, the village of Tervu

Cited in Kaleva, 19 May 1917



The suicide of 
Albert Ilo in 1917
• Stationmaster, who worked as 

an informer of Russian 
gendarmes for 15 years

• After the February Revolution, 
was exposed and caught

• Placed in pretrial detention in 
the police station of Helsinki

• Committed suicide in April, 1917

• Ilo’s arrest and suicide as media 
events

Lähde: Velikulta 2.4.1917.

Stationmaster Ilo 
disappeared.

Stationmaster Ilo arrested
and brought to Helsinki.

A. F. Ilo’s horrible end. 
Hanged himself.



Conclusion
• Consistency of the media campaign against denunciations from 1899 to 1917

• Targeting of informers as a means to mobilize citizens to personally take part in 
the struggle against imperial integration policies

• BUT: Media magnified the phenomenon and the receptiveness of 
the imperial regime to denunciations -> encouraged some people to inform?

• AND: Campaign served imperial interests by creating an impression of 
an extensive spy network in Finland -> affecting the behaviour of nationalists?

• YET: the centrality of the media (and the underlying nationalist networks) 
in curbing the culture of denunciation
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